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Easter
Questions about Chocolate

Abbeyfield Easter Delights

1. Name the romantic movie featuring
Johnny Depp and Juliette Binoche
2. What kind of chocolate in the
healthiest?
3. Does chocolate contain caffeine?
4. Why is white chocolate white?
5. At what times of the year do people buy
the most chocolate?
6. What country eats the most chocolate?
7. Why is chocolate associated with
Love?
8. Which chocolate bar has a coconut
filling covered with milk chocolate?
9. What part of a chocolate bunny do
people eat first?
10. What are side-effects some people
may have from eating (too much)
chocolate?
11. Which Australian dessert is covered in
chocolate and coconut?
12. Which country has a traditional
savoury sauce that uses chocolate and
hot chilli? What is it called?
13. Which European country was the first
to enjoy chocolate?
14. How many types of chocolate bars
can you name?
15. How do you say ‘chocolate’ in Italian?
16. What is the name of the chocolate
tree?
17. in 1947 children from which country
protested when chocolate went from 5
cents to 8 cents?
18. Originally named after a horse, it is
today the world's best-selling chocolate
bar. It is...
19. Which chocolate was part of the ration
for the US troops during WWII?
20. In the late 17th century people started
adding a liquid to chocolate; what was it?

Fun Facts about Chocolate
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Answers to Chocolate Quiz
1. Chocolat 2. Dark chocolate, because it is the least processed 3. Yes 4. White chocolate is made
with cocoa-butter not chocolate. 5. Easter, Valentine's Day, Christmas and Halloween 6. Switzerland
7. It stimulates the production of endorphins, chemicals in the brain that create feelings of pleasure.
This causes rapid mood change and feelings of well being, bordering on euphoria usually associated
with being in love. 8. Bounty 9. 76% of people eats the ears first 10. Weight gain, tooth decay, acne
11. Lamingtons 12. Mexico, the traditional Molé sauce calls for chocolate and lots of hot chiles! 13.
Spain 14. Kit-Kat, Mars Bar, Kinder Surprise, etc,etc 15. Cioccolato 16 Theobroma cacao 17 Canada
18Snickers 19. M&Ms 20. Milk, and so the Hot Chocolate was born
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